Abstract: Recent discovery by STEREO A/B of energetic neutral hydrogen is spurring an interest and need for reliable estimates of electron capture cross sections at few MeVs per nucleon as well as for multi-electron ions. Required accuracy in such estimates necessitates detailed and involved quantum-mechanical calculations or expensive numerical simulations. For ENA modeling and similar purposes, a semi-classical approach offers a middle-ground approach. Kuang’s semi-classical formalism to calculate electron-capture cross sections for single and multi-electron ions is an elegant and efficient method, but has so far been applied to limited and specific laboratory measurements and at somewhat lower energies. Our goals are to test and extend Kuang’s method to all ion-atom and ion-ion collisions relevant to ENA modeling, including multi-electron ions and for K-shell to K-shell transitions.
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The Charge-Transfer Process

- A process in which an ion picks up one or more electrons from another atom or ion upon a collision.
- In plasma/fusion and space/astrophysical applications, collision energy is not high enough (< 1 MeV) for high-energy (e.g., Born) approximations to apply; realistic estimates must rely on quantum-mechanical calculations.
- Process is usually accompanied by others, like impact and radiative ionization and excitation.
- Experimental data are quite limited, especially those at energies and systems (multi-electron systems) relevant to ENA modeling (for lower energies, e.g., for plasma/fusion type applications good datasets are available).
- As a result, theoretical approaches tend to vary widely in utility, applicability, efficiency as well as accuracy.

Examples from Space and Astrophysics

- In studies of x-ray emission from comets, x-rays are direct products of charge-transfer reactions between solar-wind ions and cometary neutrals (Donneler 2010; Hasan et al. 2001).
- Between solar-wind ions and neutrals in planetary atmospheres.
- Pick-ions charge-exchanging with neutrals throughout the heliosphere, its termination shock and heliopause.
- Energetic neutrals of solar origin exchanging with 1 or more electrons with coronal single- and multi-electron ions (which are our focus here).
- Hot-cold gas interfaces, in the interstellar medium, supernova remnants, stellar winds, supersnurbs, etc.
- Low-energy cosmic-ray ions charge-changing with ISM H.

Theoretical Approaches

- Classical: like the Monte-Carlo many-body dynamics method (or CTMC), where trajectories for point-like masses are simulated according to Newton (or Hamilton) equations of motion (e.g., Olson & Salop 1977); crude but quite useful.
- Fully quantum-mechanical: like the time-dependent close-coupling (CC) method where excited states, angular momentum/spin/isospin, and mixed states are fully described (e.g., Belkic 2009; Pindzola et al. 2007); accurate, but quite involved and time and CPU intensive even for simple collision systems.

Kuang’s Semi-Classical Formalism for Electron Capture Cross-Sections in Ion-Ion Collisions at ~MeV/amu: Application to ENA Modeling

Kuang’s semi-classical formalism to calculate electron-capture cross sections for single and multi-electron ions is an elegant and efficient method, but has so far been applied to limited and specific laboratory measurements and at somewhat lower energies. Our goals are to test and extend Kuang’s method to all ion-atom and ion-ion collisions relevant to ENA modeling, including multi-electron ions and for K-shell to K-shell transitions.